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Design: Rasmus Halfdan Breck

Rasmus Halfdan Breck, born 1965, 

educated from the Danish School 

of Design majoring in furniture 

design in 1992, has worked as

industrial designer ever since. 

In the 1995-2010 period, he has 

been partner and creative

director at CPHDESIGN, which 

received the Danish Design 

Award and the Red Dot award

in 2007. Since 2010, Rasmus 

has had his own design studio, 

RHBDESIGN, where he does

work for both Danish as well as 

international customers.

Elton
LED lamp - black / brass 

Switch on a new design classic - the Elton LED lamp. The pleasant light 

of the Elton prolongs those warm evenings on the patio or balcony. 

Choose from three different light intensities (100%, 70% and 40%), ac-

cording to your need. Elton is wireless and charges via the USB cable 

that comes with it (NOTE: wall plug not included). Elton can be used 

indoor and outdoor, but must not be used in moist conditions or in rain 

and temperatures above freezing point. 

The charging time is approx. 9–9.5 hours (battery from 0–100%).

The light time for 100% peak power is around 5 hours.

The light time for 70% of peak power is more than 24 hours.

The light time for 40% of peak power is more than 40 hours.

Ʊ Choose from one of three different light levels 

Ʊ Long battery life

Ʊ USB cable included (100 cm long)  

Maintenance

Use  a  sof t  dr y  cloth  to  clean.  Do  not  use  any   cleaners   with   

chemicals   or   harsh   abrasives. Avoid using water. 

Technical data 

Material: Stainless steel, plastic - 3.7V–1A – LED: 6W 

Height: 26 cm 

Diameter: 8 cm

Art. no.: 615

Design: Rasmus Halfdan Breck, 2020

Design family: nordic



Amphora
vacuum jug, tea - 1 l. - soft white / soft black / soft peach

Both the shape and name of Amphora were inspired by ancient Greek 

clay pots, which were used for storing and transporting oil and wine. 

The shape, with its round body and distinctive shoulders, has inspired 

designers for centuries. The idiom of Amphora is underscored by the 

composition of colours and the shiny and matt surface of the materi-

als. Inside, Amphora vacuum jug is a classic vacuum jug with a glass in-

sert that will keep coffee or tea hot for hours. The bottom of the vacuum 

jug can be unscrewed, allowing the glass insert to be replaced in case 

of breakage. This provides the vacuum jug with a longer lifespan, making 

it both money saving and better for the environment. 

Ʊ The vacuum jug is fitted with a heat-retaining glass insert. 

Ʊ The bottom can be removed for replacement of the glass 

insert, extending the lifespan of the vacuum jug.

Ʊ BPA- og phthalatfree

Maintenance

Rinse the jug with clear water for cleaning. Do not use a wire brush or 

any other tool to clean the inside. The glass wall is delicate and can 

easily be damaged which may cause the glass to shatter. 

Technical data

Material: Plastic and glass insert.  

Length: 19.8 cm / height: 20.5 cm / width: 16 cm / volume: 1 l.

Art. no.: 222 (soft white) / 222-1 (soft black) / 222-2 (soft peach)

Design: Sebastian Holmbäck, 2021

Design family: danish modern 2.0

Sebastian Holmbäck

Sebastian Holmbäck (född 

1971) är industridesigner från 

designskolan i Danmark. 

Från designstudio: Sebastian 

Holmbäck arbetar han med 

produktdesign för möbler, 

belysning och annan inredning, 

han har fått många utmärkelser. 

Sebastian har i samarbete med 

Ulrik Nordentoft, Holmback 

Nordentoft, utformat den 

populära och prisbelönta serien: 

Emma och Pure Black Knife 

Serierna för Stelton.



Sebastian Holmbäck

Sebastian Holmbäck (born 1971) 

studied industrial design at 

Designskolen, Denmark. From his 

studio, Sebastian Holmbäck works 

with product design in the areas 

of furniture, lighting and interior 

design, and he has received 

numerous awards. Sebastian 

Holmbäck has worked with Ulrik 

Nordentoft (NordentoftHolm-

back) to design the popular and 

award-winning series Emma and 

Pure Black knifes for Stelton. 

Amphora
vacuum jug, coffee - 1 l. - soft white / soft black / soft peach

Both the shape and name of Amphora were inspired by ancient Greek 

clay pots, which were used for storing and transporting oil and wine. 

The shape, with its round body and distinctive shoulders, has inspired 

designers for centuries. The idiom of Amphora is underscored by the 

composition of colours and the shiny and matt surface of the materi-

als. Inside, Amphora vacuum jug is a classic vacuum jug with a glass in-

sert that will keep coffee or tea hot for hours. The bottom of the vacuum 

jug can be unscrewed, allowing the glass insert to be replaced in case 

of breakage. This provides the vacuum jug with a longer lifespan, making 

it both money saving and better for the environment. 

Ʊ The vacuum jug is fitted with a heat-retaining glass insert. 

Ʊ The bottom can be removed for replacement of the glass 

insert, extending the lifespan of the vacuum jug.

Ʊ BPA- og phthalatfree

Maintenance

Rinse the jug with clear water for cleaning. Do not use a wire brush or 

any other tool to clean the inside. The glass wall is delicate and can 

easily be damaged which may cause the glass to shatter. 

Technical data

Material: Plastic and glass insert.  

Length: 20 cm / height: 23.5 cm / width: 14.4 cm / volume: 1 l.

Art. no.: 221 (soft white) / 221-1 (soft black) / 221-2 (soft peach)

Design: Sebastian Holmbäck, 2021

Design family: danish modern 2.0



Design: Francis Cayoutte

Francis Cayouette (born 1969 in

Canada) studied industrial design

at the University of Montreal and

established the studio Unit 10

Design in 1999 in Copenhagen.

Unit 10 Design works with several

Scandinavian and international

design brands in product design

in the fields of interior design and

furniture.

Francis Cayouette’s designs in-

clude the COOL-IT water carafe  

for RIG-TIG, the Hoop vases and 

the Pingo tableware for Stelton.

Pilastro
wine cooler - glass

Francis Cayouette is the designer behind the new Pilastro-series that 

have a sophisticated and elegant aura. The range was inspired by 

the elegant idiom of Art Deco, in which form and function merge. Art 

Deco dominated the architecture and design of the 1920s. 

Pop the wine cooler in the freezer prior to use, or place ice cubes in the 

bottom of the wine cooler. This will keep wine cool on warm evenings 

on the patio or balcony.  

Ʊ Beautiful idiom inspired by art déco

Ʊ Cool your wine with minimalist elegance 

Ʊ Emphasizes a modern, classic look

Ʊ Can also be used as a vase

Ʊ Dishwasher and microwave safe 

Maintenance

Dishwasher-safe, max 55 °C.

Technical data

Material: Machine blown glass

Height: 20 cm

Diameter: 11 cm 

Volume: 1,5 l.

Art. no.: x-504

Design: Francis Cayouette, 2021

Design family: classic



Design: Francis Cayoutte

Francis Cayouette (born 1969 in

Canada) studied industrial design

at the University of Montreal and

established the studio Unit 10

Design in 1999 in Copenhagen.

Unit 10 Design works with several

Scandinavian and international

design brands in product design

in the fields of interior design and

furniture.

Francis Cayouette’s designs in-

clude the COOL-IT water carafe  

for RIG-TIG, the Hoop vases and 

the Pingo tableware for Stelton.

Pilastro
serving bowl - small / large

Francis Cayouette is the designer behind the new Pilastro-series that 

has a sophisticated aura. The range was inspired by the elegant idiom 

of Art Deco, in which form and function merge. Art Deco dominated 

the architecture and design of the 1920s.. 

With the Pilastro series it is easy to prepare a delicious salad, serve 

pasta or desserts, or use them as a decoration filled with fresh fruit. The 

serving bowls fits into a modern home and can complement almost 

every dinnerware. 

Ʊ Beautiful idiom inspired by art déco

Ʊ Can be used for salad, pasta, dessert, fruit etc.

Ʊ Emphasizes a modern, classic look

Ʊ Dishwasher, microwave and freezer safe

Maintenance

Dishwasher-safe, max 55 °C.

Technical data

Material: Machine blown glass

Height: 5 cm / 5 cm

Diameter: 15 cm / 23 cm 

Art. no.: x-505 (small) / x-506 (large)

Design: Francis Cayouette, 2021

Design family: classic

 



Design: Daniel Debiasi &  
Federico Sandri

Daniel Debiasi (born 1981, 

Bolzano), graduated in Industrial 

Design at the Politecnico di 

Milano, and Federico Sandri 

(born 1977, Verona), graduated 

in Industrial Design at the IUAV 

University in Venice, founded their 

own design studio in 2010. 

A continuous dialogue 

encouraged by spatial, cultural 

and behavioral observations 

leads the Italian design duo to 

create beautiful design objects. 

Daniel Debiasi and Federico 

Sandri have designed the Ora - 

and Collar collection and Keep 

Cool.

The two Italian designers, Daniel Debiasi and Federico Sandri, are the 

brains behind the new Ora range: a range that employs harmonious, 

geometric shapes to achieve an almost organic look. Their design 

concept was to create a range of products that, far from being merely 

everyday objects, are personalised designer items to last a lifetime. 

The matte exterior of the vases, combined with the glossy surface of 

the inside, creates a play of light and reflection, broken by the char-

acteristic steel edge. The edge lends a surprising dimension to the 

otherwise soft shape, where the choice of material is exposed behind a 

coloured powder coating. 

 Ʊ Timeless design in elegant colours

 Ʊ Use the vase for fresh or dried flowers or as ornaments in your home.

 Ʊ Emphasizes a modern, classic look

 Ʊ Excellent as a gift idea

Maintenance
Can be cleaned with dish soap and a soft cloth. Do not plant directly in 

the vase. Not dishwasher safe.

Technical data

Material: Stainless steel with powder coating 

Design: Daniel Debiasi & Federico Sandri, 2021 

Design family: nordic

Art. no.: 108-1 109-1

Diameter: 15,6 cm 18,2 cm 

Heigh:   17 cm 20 cm 

Pre-pack:  1 1 

Colours:   Dusty rose / Dark powder / 
powder powder

Ora vase
small / large  - powder



Design: Daniel Debiasi &  
Federico Sandri

Daniel Debiasi (born 1981, 

Bolzano), graduated in Industrial 

Design at the Politecnico di 

Milano, and Federico Sandri 

(born 1977, Verona), graduated 

in Industrial Design at the IUAV 

University in Venice, founded their 

own design studio in 2010. 

A continuous dialogue 

encouraged by spatial, cultural 

and behavioral observations 

leads the Italian design duo to 

create beautiful design objects. 

Daniel Debiasi and Federico 

Sandri have designed the Ora - 

and Collar collection and Keep 

Cool.

The two Italian designers, Daniel Debiasi and Federico Sandri, are the 

brains behind the new Ora range: a range that employs harmonious, 

geometric shapes to achieve an almost organic look. Their design 

concept was to create a range of products that, far from being merely 

everyday objects, are personalised designer items to last a lifetime. 

The matte exterior of the vases, combined with the glossy surface of 

the inside, creates a play of light and reflection, broken by the char-

acteristic steel edge. The edge lends a surprising dimension to the 

otherwise soft shape, where the choice of material is exposed behind a 

coloured powder coating. 

 Ʊ Timeless design in elegant colours

 Ʊ Use the vase for fresh or dried flowers or as ornaments in your home.

 Ʊ Emphasizes a modern, classic look

 Ʊ Excellent as a gift idea

Maintenance

Can be cleaned with dish soap and a soft cloth. Do not plant directly in 

the vase. Not dishwasher safe.

Technical data

Material: Stainless steel with powder coating 

Design: Daniel Debiasi & Federico Sandri, 2021 

Design family: nordic

Art. no.: 108 109 

Diameter: 15,6 cm 18,2 cm  

Heigh:   17 cm 20 cm 

Pre-pack: 1 1

Colours:   Dusty blue / Neo mint / 

midnight blue midnight blue 

Ora vase
small / large - midnight blue



EM77 
vacuum jug 1 l. - sand / dusty green / lupin

The classic EM77 jug remains one of Stelton’s best-selling designs and 

has over the years been launched in a wide spectrum of colours.

The vacuum jug’s patented tilting top enables serving with just one 

hand. The jug is also delivered with a handy screw cap, which is ideal, 

if you want to bring the jug outdoors. The choice of colours for this 

spring were inspired by the moods of nature at this time of year. The 

palette features bright, positive colours, inspired by wild flowers that 

grow by the roadside, including lupins, cornflowers, chamomile and 

scabious.

Ʊ Designed by award-winning designer, Erik Magnussen

Ʊ Patented rocker stopper for use at home and screw cap for picnics

Ʊ Winner of several design awards

Ʊ BPA- og phthalatfree 

Maintenance

Rinse the jug with clear water for cleaning. Do not use a wire brush or 

any other tool to clean the inside. The glass wall is delicate and can 

easily be damaged which may cause the glass to shatter. 

Technical data

Materials: ABS plastic and glass insert. 

Length: 10.5 / Height: 30 cm / Width: 17 cm / Volume: 1 l.

Colours: Sand / dusty green / lupin

Art. no.: 1800 (sand) / 919 (dusty green) / 1802 (lupin)

Design: Erik Magnussen, 1977 / 2021

Design family: classic

Design: Erik Magnussen  

Erik Magnussen (1940–2014) was 

one of Denmark’s most accom-

plished designers. Educated as a 

ceramist at the School of Applied 

Arts and Design, he graduated 

with a silver medal in 1960. Mag-

nussen has designed all kinds of 

products from furniture and lamps 

to electronic equipment. 

He has created timeless designs 

for Stelton, such as the EM ship 

lamp, EM cutlery series and the 

popular and iconic vacuum jug 

EM77, which is also a major part of 

Stelton’s DNA and brand identity. 

EM77 is composed of equal 

parts perfect shape and perfect 

functionality and has been sold 

in more than 10 million copies 

worldwide for over four decades.

Erik Magnussen’s designs are 

exhibited at museums around the 

world.



The EM77 
collection

EM77 jug with lid 1.5 l.EM77 water filter jug 2 l. 

EM77 vacuum jug 1 l.

EM77 electric kettle 1.5 l.

EM77 vacuum jug 0.5 l.

EM77 French press 1 l.

NEW NEWNEW

The EM77 
collection



Design: Klaus Rath

Klaus Rath (born 1964) was 

educated as an industrial desig-

ner from the School of Archi-

tecture in Århus, Denmark. His 

approach to the design process is 

practical and with equal interest 

in the aesthetic, functional, tech-

nical and commercial aspects. 

He works in product design as 

well as graphic design, and he 

has won several design awards. 

For Stelton he has designed the 

popular Bread Bags, Freja steel 

pitcher, the Forest collection in 

steel and oak and many other 

products. 

Bread bag
sand/white - green/white

The brilliant bread bag, designed by Klaus Rath, is still extremely  

popular, and there are many good reasons for this. The combination 

of clever design, exciting colours and lots of purposes of use has made 

the bread bag a bestseller. The bread bag is spacious and easy to use, 

it can be washed in the washing machine and takes up minimal space 

in the drawer or cabinet when not in use. Besides bread, it can also 

be used for storage of small items in the bathroom, children’s room or 

other places around the home.

Ʊ Keeps the bread fresh

Ʊ Looks great on the table

Ʊ Can be washed in the washing machine

Ʊ Can also be used to store small items around the home

Ʊ Takes up a minimum of space when not in use

Ʊ The colours match the EM77 vacuum jugs and To Go Click cups 

Maintenance

Machine wash max. 40° C.

Technical data

Materials: 100% cotton

Colours: Sand/white  /  green/white

Height: 21 cm / Diameter: 23 cm  

Art. no.: 1323 (sand/white) / 1346 (green/white)

Design: Klaus Rath, 2009 / 2021 

Design family: classic



To Go Click - thermo cup 0.2 l. / 0.4 l.

soft sand / soft seagrass / soft lupin / soft rose

Enjoy hot or cold drinks without spills when you’re on the move. Perfect 

for your favourite drink on the way to the office or while travelling. The 

To Go Click cup has a state-of-the art ”smart click” function that with 

an easy push on the top, lets you open and close the cup easily. When 

the cup is closed it keeps your beverage warmer for longer time due 

to the double walled thermo effect. Drink from the full 360 degrees of 

the cup as if there were no lid – it’s exactly the same as drinking from 

an ordinary cup. Protect the environment by avioding single-use cups 

when you are on the go and bring your own To Go Click. 

This spring’s palette features bright, positive colours inspired by the wild 

flowers that grow by the roadside. These shades also dominate this 

spring’s fashion.

To Go Click 0.2 can keep your drink hot for 2 hours or cold for 4 hours. To 

Go Click 0.4 can keep your drink hot for 4 hours or cold for 8 hours.

Ʊ BPA- and phthalate-free

Ʊ Reduces the need for disposable paper cups

Ʊ Unique ”one-hand” opening and closing mechanism

Ʊ Double-walled cup with thermo effect, that 

keeps drinks cold  or warm longer 

Ʊ Drink from the full 360 degrees

Maintenance

Dishwasher safe, top rack only, max 55 °C.

Technical data

To Go Click 0.2 l: 

Materials: Stainless steel with 

plastic, BPA- and phtha-late-

free

Diameter: 7.2 cm

Height: 14 cm

Design: Stelton: 2015 / 2021 

Design family: i:cons Colour 

and art. no.:

675-12 (soft sand)  

675-34 (soft seagrass)

675-35 (soft lupin)

675-36 (soft rose)

To Go Click 0.4 l: 

Materials: Stainless steel with 

plastic, BPA- and phtha-late-

free

Diameter: 8.3 cm

Height: 17 cm

Design: Stelton: 2015 / 2021 

Design family: i:cons Colour 

and art. no.: 

685-12 (soft sand)  

685-34 (soft seagrass)

685-35 (soft lupin)

685-36 (soft rose)



The To Go Click 
collection

To Go Click – chalk 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-3

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-3

To Go Click – steel  

Double walled steel 0.2 l. art. no. 675

Double walled steel with vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685

Double walled steel with vacuum 0.48 l. - art. no. 690

To Go Click – black 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-1

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-1

To Go Click – soft lavender 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-11

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-11

To Go Click – soft light grey 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-13

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-13

To Go Click – black metallic  

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-16

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l art. no. 685-16

To Go Click – blue metallic 

Double walled steel 0.2 l. - art. 

no. 675-18

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. art. no. 685-18

To Go Click – soft cloud 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-27

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-27

NEWNEW NEW

To Go Click – granite grey 

metallic 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-33

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-33

NEW

To Go Click – soft lupin 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-35

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 675-35

To Go Click – soft rose 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-36

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-36

To Go Click – soft seagrass 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-34

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-34

To Go Click – soft sand 

Double walled steel 0.2 l

art. no. 675-12

Double walled steel with 

vacuum 0.4 l. - art. no. 685-12



Keep Cool thermo drinking bottle, 0.6 l.

sand / seagrass / lupin

This steel vacuum bottle with steel lid is ideal for cold drinks on the go.  

Use it for example for smoothies, juice, soft drinks, ice tea and much 

more. Keep Cool can keep your drink warm for 8 hours or chilled for 16 

hours, as it has thermo effect due to its double walls made of high qua-

lity stainless steel. Protect the environment by avioding single-use bott-

les when you are on the go. De lyse og positive farver præger farvepa-

letten for dette forår med inspiration fra grøftekantens vilde blomster. 

Ligeledes er disse nuancer dominerende i forårets modebillede.

Ʊ Stylish drinking bottle with vacuum-insulated double-wall

Ʊ Take care of the environment and avoid expensive, 
spontaneous purchases of beverages in single-use bottles 

Ʊ Keep Cool can keep your drink warm for 

8 hours or chilled for 16 hours.

Ʊ Pleasant to drink from due to the smooth surface of the spout

Ʊ Use for ice tea, lemonade, coffee, juice, soft drinks, etc.

Maintenance

Clean the bottle with lukewarm water and, if necessary, a mild 

washing-up liquid. Never use dish brush, scouring powder or other 

scratching detergents, as such products may damage the surface. 

Wash it inside with a bottle brush. Not dishwasher safe. 

Technical data

Material: Stainless steel with powder coating

Height: 22 cm / Diameter: 7.5 cm / Volume: 0.6 l.

Art. no.: 355-7 (sand) / 355-8 (seagrass) / 355-9 (lupin)

Designer: Daniel Debiasi & Federico Sandri, 2018 / 2021

Design familie: i:cons

Design: Daniel Debiasi &  
Federico Sandri

Daniel Debiasi (born 1981, 

Bolzano), graduated in Industrial 

Design at the Politecnico di 

Milano, and Federico Sandri 

(born 1977, Verona), graduated 

in Industrial Design at the IUAV 

University in Venice, founded their 

own design studio in 2010. 

A continuous dialogue 

encouraged by spatial, cultural 

and behavioral observations 

leads the Italian design duo to 

create beautiful design objects. 

Daniel Debiasi and Federico 

Sandri have designed the Ora - 

and Collar collection and Keep 

Cool.



The Keep Cool 
collection

Keep Cool  – sand  

Double walled steel 0.6 l.

art. no. 355-7

NEWNEWNEW

Keep Cool  – seagrass 

Double walled steel 0.6 l.

art. no. 355-8

Keep Cool  – lupin  

Double walled steel 0.6 l.

art. no. 355-9

Keep Cool  – granite grey  

Double walled steel 0.6 l.

art. no. 355-6

Keep Cool  – black  

Double walled steel 0.6 l.

art. no. 355-3




